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MR. WEST IS BACK
After a year out of
the spotlight. Kanye
West is back with a
new album and
ilm. See The Pulse
devoted to him
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CAMPUS
BRIEFS
Undergraduate Council
votes against CUE
curriculum

THE mm is ON

The University's plan lo restructure undergraduate education needs revisions to get back
on schedule.
Undergraduate Council made a motion to
"un-table" the curriculum changes proposed by
Connecting the Undergraduate Education (or
further discussion at its Wednesday meeting.

Cavs fans "welcome LeBron James back to Cleveland when the team played the Miami Heat

After a 90-mirtute discussion, the council
voted against the changes. 14 to 11.
CUE is the Universitys proposed revision
to the general education curriculum that must
pass periodic votes at Undergraduate Council
to be fully implemented. New students entering the University in fall 2011 are expected
to be the first to experience the new courses,
according to a 5-year implementation schedule
detailed on the CUE website.
'The CUE committee will have to rework
the proposal and re-propose it to the council."
said Tim Messer-Kruse. chair of Undergraduate
Council Theres no specific time frame of
when that has to happen, but I expect that they
will come up with a timeline at their meeting
[Friday]."

UAO hosts holiday ice
skating session
The University Activities Organaation is
hosting a holiday open skate session at Bowling
Green Ice Arena today from 4:30 to 6 p.m.

I

Anyone from the University and the community is welcome to attend, and the first 75
people will receive a free skate rental, UAO is
asking all guests to donate a canned food item,
which will be donated to a local food pantry
and the Cocoon Shelter in Bowling Green.
UAO will also be offering guests free hot
chocolate and other activities to participate in
besides ice skating. Guests will be able to make
crafts, including ornaments that they can take
home.
UAO came up with the idea to hold the
holiday open skate session last spring as a way
to reach out to the community.
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RETURN OF THE KING: It was a full house on Thursday night at Buffalo Wild Wings as many Cavaliers fans came out to watch the game (See more photos Page 5)

Theater department
raises the curtain for
The Winters Tale
By AiiaRjpai
Reporter

Wh.t:
Even Shakespeare wrote coming of
age stories that college students can
relate to.
That's the interpretation by the
directors of William Shakespeare's
"The Winter's Tale," being performed
this weekend at the University.
The Theatre and Him Department
will perform the play at the Joe E.
BrownTheatreinllniversityHall.The
play, which is one of Shakespeare's
last, is directed by doctoral graduate
students Darin Kerr and Heidi Nees.
Nees said the setting of the play
is grounded in 1914 Great Britain
where a king's jealousy poisons the
people around him until time passes
and life lessons are learned.
Three major characters — King
Leontes of Sicilia, his queen
Hermione and King Polixenes of

"The Winter's Tale" by
William Shakespeare,
performed by the Theatre
and Film Department
Where:
Joe E. Brown Theatre,
University Hall
Whan:
Dec. 3 and 4 at 8 p.m..
Dec. 4 and 5 at 2 p.m.

Tickets are $9 for students
and seniors (55 and over)
and $12 for adults. Tickets
can be purchased by
calling the Box Office at
419-372-2719 or at the Box
Office on the day of the
performance with an additional charge of $3.

SeeMAY|Page2
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NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS: Sophomores Aaron Brown and Ben Holcombe came to campus after time with the military and are two
of marry veterans on the University's campus

University furthers efforts to assist veterans
ByHr.nh-r l.indr,
Editor-in-chief

Two weeks before his first-year orientation, Aaron Brown was on active
duty in the Marine Corps.
He completed his four years of military service just in time for his first
semester of classes on campus as a

22-year-old sophomore, majoring in
early childhood education.
Ben 1 lolcombe enlisted in the
Army right out of high school, and
he served in the military police from
2000 until 2005.1 Ie worked through
See VETS | Page 2
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LeBron James comes to town

Palin speaks out on obesity

Falcons suit up against Spartans

Students watch the NBA matchup of the

Columnist Anthony Bryson discusses Sarah

Men's basketball is gearing up to take on No 6

Heat and Cavs as LeBron James returns

Palin's comments on Lauta Ingrahams radio

Michigan State in their eighth game of the season

to Cleveland fot the first time since he left

show criticizing Michelle Obama's "Let's

looking to overcome the Spartans Saturday at the

the Cavs | Pag* 3

Move" anti-obesity campaign | Page 4

Bteslin Center | Page 6

k

Military Times magazine
rankea the University 77th in
the nation as being "Best for
Vets." or in the nation's top 2
percent.
G.I. Jobs named the University
as a "Military Friendly School.'

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What are your feelings on LeBron coming back to
JENOIGANG
Freshman. Psychology
"I think LeBron betrayed Cleveland
and deserves everything he gets
from Cleveland fans," | Page 4

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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CORRECTIONS PLAY
In Thursdays story 'Fraternity loses
University charter." Director of Greek Life
Chris Bullins was incorrectly quoted as
saying. "The chapter was rescinded from
the institution for a period of a minimum
of one year." However, he said the chapter
was suspended Also. Phi Kappa Alpha
and Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternities were
investigated, but they were not found to
be in violation of any codes of conduct
The story headline. "Fraternity loses charter is macurate because the University
suspended the organisations registration
not grant or take away a charter

CORRECTION
POLICY
We warn to correct all factual errors
l( you think an error has been made,
call The BG New, at 4l9-372-6'>66

VETS
From Page 1

Sept 11,2001 .it his station in
South Korea, and spent three
years as a security r ifficer in
the underground Pentagon
I he 29-year-old business
administration major began
his freshman year last fall.
The veterans are just two of
more than loll on campus.
And, according to the
University. Brown and
1 lolcumbe are less likely than
otliei students to graduate on
time or at till.
these students are known
as "at risk." meaning they
haw "factors that will negatively impact chances of successfully earning a bachelor's
degree." said Barbara 1 Icnry.

From Page 1

Bohemia
arc played by
undergraduate students,
while graduate students and
faculty members surround
them as the court thai offers
wisdom and advice.
When I mines becomes
consumed by the idea that
Hermione could be preg
riant with Polixenes child,
he makes impulsive decisions thai harm his family.
Aftet tragedy takes over,
the play lumps ahead Hi
years with a more comedic
feel as the characters real
i/i' their transformations
through time and the lessons they learned
When casting the play

assistant vice president foi
Noniradiiional Student and
transfer Student Services.
And. for Brown lining into
the college demographic was
challenging.
Youdon'l really feel like you
belong al times," Brown said
"You're used to havingaspei ific purpose. I very da) you
had a mission to accomplish,
and it's getting in that different
mindset"
I In risk factors include
veterans' age and prior experience and can make the ti.insi
don from military personnel
ioi ollegestudent rough.
"You learn real quick that
you're not 18-years-okl anymore." I lolcumbe said "Jusl
the fed you have an) expert
encc. that you know what's
no the world and

early this fall, the directors
said they had a mix of age
groups to work with Including undergraduate students,
graduate students, faculty
members and an 8-year-old.
Given ihis range, die directors said they decided u> use
it as a idol for telling a differ
enl version of the story.
"It was really out <>f the
audition process thai we
came to emphasize the sort
of generational aspects of
the piece and the relationship of youth to age and
everything in between,"
Ken said.
Senior Leigh Venrick,
who plays Hermione, said
this Shakespeare play is
more challenging to understand than his well-known
plays When she saw how

you've done something with
your life, you don't realize that
until you gel back around
people coming straight out of
high school.'
lormerly. vetciansucrca
largely unidentified student
population.
But last May. Nontradilional
and Transfer Student Services
A I'SSI. which serves as a
resource to al risk student
populations, expanded to
alsi i include a l tepartmenl of
veterans Affairs.
A Student Veteran task
ft nee was 11 immissic med
last spring by the Deanol
Students to develop an action
plan for veteran's affairs.
I he result: A Ill-recommendation plan for identifying, educating and assisting
student veterans,

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

the directors interpreted i n a variety of ways for about
the story, she grew excited 20 years.
about her role.
With the research he
"This is a little bit different has done, he said he is
take than 1 would've imag- impressed by the direcined," she said. "It makes tors' interpretation of the
I lie story more interesting. It story and that their casting
heightens the stakes a little choices help to emphasize
hit. especially for my char- the meaning.
acter. It makes her words
"The contrast of youth and
that much more powerful." age gives it more dimension
Senior doctoral gradu- and makes it seem more
ate
student
Matthew real," (iret/inger said.
Rehearsals began in early
Gretzinger, 39, is involved
with the production process October, and stage manager
by acting and serving as Devon King, a sophomore,
dramaturg. As dramaturg, said they have come a long
Gretzinger researched the way since then.
"Everything has come
play and historical informa
lion as well as taught the together great. It's been an
actors about the verse and amazing process.' she said.
meaning of Shakespeare's "It's really nice how everylanguage. Gretzinger said body has come togethei to
he has studied Shakespeare make this production.

King said the directors
have added an interesting
preshow that will be pel
formed while people are
being seated right before t he
play. It's a dream sequence
that ties in at the very end

Eric Buedkofer, a former

lional students,

nontradilional. transfer student and an Army veteran,
wits brought on board as tin

academic adviser i( > wi irk •
with student veterans and
implement the recommendations.
Three student workcis. including Brown and
llolcoinbe, were also hired lo
help veteran students.
Sixteen of the 40 criteria
are completed or in progress,
Buetikofer said, including
adding a veteran checkbox
lo the University application,
waiving the $30 admission fee

for veterans and establishing a
Blackboard community
"(Ine ol the things I'm hoping the Blackboard community turns into is a virtual veteran's siiident Center, where

they can get any information
they need lo know about." hi'
said.
"We can use it for communication lo the student veleran
population, which is something we've never been able to

of "The Winter's late."
It's really cool. If you
want to see that, get there
early," King said
Although she added that
you will not miss anything
that is vital to the play if
you miss the preshow.
King said it also might he
worth coming to the production lo see a particular
scene with a bear attack.
"There's thunder and
lightning and somebody
gets eaten by a bear. It's a
crazy scene," she said.

resolve problems, assisi stn
dents and give advice < in l» W
to handle matters specific to
veterans, such as applying for
educational benefits from the
CM. Bill, properly withdrawing
for classes if called to active
duty and dealing with post
traumatic stress'disorder
and traumatic brain injuries,
Henry said
I he office also provides a
workshop series open to the
public but specifically geared

And ihis past Veterans Day,
NTSS hosted a tailgate tent
before the Miami football
game. Hieevenl.wiiichlleni\
(ailed wildly successful, featured food from Pricker's and
allowed student veterans lo
meet, network and relate
Eventually, Buetikofer
hopes the I Iniversity will have
a club for veteran students
to further their on-campus
experience.
"Its good lo have a community because ift one place
where people can come to gel
a lot of information," Brown
said "And lit helps] just getting in touch with other
veterans. Once we come to
school, we pretty much look
like e> a\In id) else. Were just

toward the needs of nontradi-

a little more weathered

do before."
\ iss' main goals are to

Botched execution survivor stays on Ohio death row, stuck with needles 18 times
COLUMBUS — The only
inmate in modern histoi) to
survive an execut ion at tempi
must stay on death rrtw. the
Ohio Supreme Court ruled
Thursday in a decision that
leaves the mans fate up to

couri also determined that
Ohio law doesn't allow a
constitutional challenge of
lethal Injection.
Romell Broom's execution last yeat was slopped
In t ,m led Strickland after
an execution team tried For
two hours to find a suitable
vein. Broom has said he was

the federal courts.

stuck with needles al least 18

By Andrew Welsh-Huggins
The Associated Press

In a separate ruling, the

limes, with pain so intense

thai he cried and screamed.
He was sentenced to die
for the 1984 rape and slaying of II-year-old I mm
Middlelon alter abducting her in t leveland as she
walked home from a Friday

night football game with two
friends.
the court's decision on
the constitutionality of
lethal injection answered

a question about stale law
thai had been posed by a
federal judge, the federal
conns have already settled

the constitutionality of
lethal injection in Ohio in
theii own ridings on the
slate's new execution method, which involved one dose
of a fatal drug and a backup

procedure if needed,
Lawyers for death row

inmates say the state st ill has
problems accessing inmates'
veins, which can cause
severe pain, lhey also s,i\
the stale doesn't adequately

"Hisdeal h sentence may no
longer be carried out by any
means 01 methods without
violating the constitutional
rights identified herein and
he must be removed from
death row and placed in the
Ohio prison system's general
population." his attorne) said in a September conn
tiling
I be argument, rejected In

train its executioners.
In Broom's case, bis attorneys argued lhal no attempt
to execute him (ould be
done without violating his

constitutional rights pro
habiting double jeopardy.

Is your car ready...for winter?
Now is the time to
Winterize
IS YOUR IMPORT
FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE
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import facility.
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Stop by and check out our gift ideas:
T-shirts • Sweatshirts • Blankets
Hats • Glassware
530 EAST WOOSTER ST • 419-353-7732 • www.sbxgofalcons.com
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"There's thunder and lightning and somebody gets eaten by a bear. It's a crazy scene."
- Sophomore Devon King on a scene in this weekend's production of "A Winter's Tale" [see story, pg. 1].
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What are your feelings on LeBron coming back to Cleveland7

"There is loo

"I don't think it's

"I think the crowd

"I like LeBron and

much hype about

that big of a deal

is going to boo

understand why he

a professional

and people are

him and turn their

left but go Cavs"

athlete"

overreacting."

backs to him."

JOSH KLEIN.
Freshman.
AYA Math

KAITLYNPUKANSKY.
Freshman.
Enviromental Science

TYLER ERB.

fc

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own lake on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

BENJAMIN SIGLER.
Sophomore,
Business

Freshman.
AYA Math

a question' Give us your

feedback at bgviews com

Bathroom walls are the rea
stall talk for students

Sarah Palin uses radio to voice
anti-anti-obesity campaign

E3
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Stephen Rcrd

Michelle Obama is idling
Americans thai parents can't
he misted to make decisions
for their children. Instead, the
government should intervene
and somehow make our family's decisions on nutrition.
It is easy In I'lv off the handle about Mrs. Palin's comments and turn this into an
"us versus them" scenario that
saturates any political conversation. The ridiculous part of
this criticism is not the rally
against government control
hut the condemnation of the
"Let's Move" campaign lhat
is geared toward improving
children's health and. in turn.
a healthier adult population in
the future
A new analysis from the
Centers for Disease Control
has indicated that as main
as one in three adults in the
United stales will have diabetes in 2050 if current trends
continue. l)i Ann Albright,
director of CDC's Division of
Diabetes hanslalion. staled
that "successful programs to
improve lifestyle choices on
healthy eating and physical
activity must be made more
widely available, because the
slakes are loo hij.li and the
personal toll too devastating

ANTHONY
BRYSON
Ml.

It Is common knowledge bi
anyone nol IhinginAntaictica
thai Sarah Palin eithei enjoys
or cannot help spreading con
troversy. I lei pup stai political
career eithei promotes a woi
ship bom ultra-conservatives
that borders Ronald Reagan or
a hatredirorn ultra-liberals that
has replaced the Bush era. l-'nr
those nl us in the middle, we
generally shrug our shoulders
ami attribute her comments
in an ambitious nature that
outweighs her intelligence.
While I remain unconvinced thai she has gained a
significant political Following
and is a true vi lice li ir the right.
she is definitely a headlinei
for all news outlets, Palin's
recent appearance on Laura
Ingraham's radii > sin iw was m >
different and her criticism of
lirsi lady Michelle (Ihama was
no less controversial
In her interview, Sarah Palin
criticized Michelle Obama foi
her "Let's Move anti-obesit)
campaign Palin believes thai
by driving tins campaign,

£wA Em

lofail."
I can understand Sarah
Palin's concern about large
government. Any ci mversat ii HI
on the national debt makes me
crintie and I lie new heall h care
reform has me scratching my

bead and wondering if this will
really help or hurt our country as a whole. Hut In venom
ously attack Mrs. Obama and
a program that is fighting a
losing battle for the health of
our country shows that Mrs.
I'alin is more concerned with
her publicity and career than
the public welfare.
As Sarah Palin reveres
Donald Reagan, I am sure that
she would find no fault with
Nancy Regan's role as I'irst
Lady, Mrs. Reagan launched
ihe "lust Say No" campaign
against drugs during her
husbands time in office. She
used big government to tell
us how to talk to our children
about drugs. 1 am sure that if
Sarah I'alin had the chance,
she would he as furious about
Mrs. Reagan butting into our
affairs as she has been about
Michelle (lhania's ant i obesity
initiative. I am sure.
Respond loAiillionyol
ligt'iews.ivm

ll-3«lo

Columnist

The anonymous voices
of regular stall tenants are
being heard every day by
people who come and go to

the little girls'and little boys'
rooms. From relationship
advice, to vulgarities about
current celebrities, to the
occasional restroom mas
terpieces that obnoxiously
and beautifully take up the
entire door, bathroom walls
are the voices of students
wlio do their best thinking
outside of the classroom.
1 discussed this topic with
AJissa Widman, an actual
girl, to get the details about
what wonderful poetry litters the walls of the female
bathroom. Apparently, the
first floor of Olscamp is
where many poets, desperate girlfriends and jokesters
go to express themselves.
Some lilies that have graced
the canvas of the stall
include: "Lovelasts; crushes
pass; just don't show him
your boohs' and the occasional "You are beautiful
written on the door for a
little pick me up for girls to
remember thnmghuui the
day. Also, "ihe Chamber of
Secrets has been opened,"
was written on the girls'
wall, signed by Voldemorl
himself. Naughty, naughty
Mr. Voldemort.
Some female students go
to specific stalls to read up
on the current problems of
females today. Some authors
are concerned about where
their heart should be and
what classifies as cheating

on a significant other. What

better way to receive comfort from your fellow women
than in the most sanitary of
all places?
It is safe to say that the
men's bathroom is a bit
more juvenile in comparison to the content of the
female bathroom, but it is
always fun to stop by for a
hearty chuckle. I have actually washed my hands in t he
olscamp bathrooms just so
I had an excuse to pay my
favorite bathroom periodicals a visit.
Behind all the phallic
symbols and remarks about
fraternities lies a proof of
brotherhood. Die stall is a
Common place where people
can go to share their favorite
lyrics, intimate experiences
with past partners and even
what I'okemon (hey believe
is the best. However, some
people get very upset when
another person disagrees
with their opinion on sports.
I he arguments get heated
as members of the porcelain forum resort to talking
about each others mommas and sisters to combat a
statistical argument
■>*
As long as the walls don't
read Tor a good time call
this 1(1 digit number." I
believe lhat the stalls are a
great way for people to let
(heir voice be heard anonymously. I lowever, non-students seem to differ.
Picture this scenario: You
paint a beautifully detailetl
picture of Cartmen on the
door and the next day, when
you come back to admire
your artwork, someone has
buffed out your drawing

and turned the wall into
a creme and white spotled mess. What a disgrace!
People spend valuable class
time thinking up clever
things to say on those walls.
Why would the University
want to stifle its students'
creativity'!1
"Stop erasing our opinions," said one stall writer.
This comment received at
least three likes from people who went to this stall
by the next day. As long as
the comments are not slanderous and present no real
harm to anyone, 1 believe
they should stay. One of my
favorite lines in regards to
the erasing of these wonderful words of wisdom states
keep erasing, we'll keep
writing." You cannot silence
the people. Erasing bathroom wallposts is like burning books; it's just wrong!
Don't get me wrong, the
Stall Talk that is produced
officially is informational
and all, but nothing beats
a 20- line conversation
about why the bikers suck.
Arguments like these give
the bathroom character.
It makes you feel like your
voice can be heard, even if
it is just saying that Pikachu
is awful.
I'm not necessarily condoning graffiti, but I am saying that if the walls could
talk, they would have a lot to
say and a lot of them would
hate LeHron lames.

Respond to Stephen at
bgtwws.com

Dogs have about 10 vocal sounds.

Cats have over 100.
/Jtfc.
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ORANGE PEEL

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column oi news
story? Heres how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

AND KAIKINS

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
s updated daily
■ n's from the
paper and online extras

THE

BLOCGING
Check out the sports
blog (or the latest in BG
athletics
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ARCHIVES
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since 2000

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.
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slideshows and video
add to the story.

■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.
• Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be (ewer than 300
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University s campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns ate printed
as space on ihe Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will nol be
punted

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment tothenews^bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column * All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before pnnting. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Com. man sentenced
to death n home
invasion
NEWHAVEN.Ccm-A
Ccmecton mar sataxed to deah
Thjsday r the In of a woman are]

Indians question
Colo, firm's motives
in vote case

Calif, gov declares
state of emergency
in SD County

WIND RIVER INDIAN
RESERVATION. Wyo.
- The Mountain States Legal

ESCONDIDO Calif. (AP)-

Town that Disney
built has first killing
since start
CELEBRATION. Ft-

Court upholds sex
convictions of
evangelist Alamo

Effort to oust Calif.
gay marriage judge
fails
■.\\( r,i

LITTLE ROCK. Ark-A federal

r T i ■■> •

Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger has

Celebration Disney s master-planned.

appeals ccurt upheld the criminal con-

attemo''

declared a state of emergency in

picture-perfect central Fkmda

victions of Tony Alamo on Thursday.

heamg a landmark gay marriage

ha twdaurjjms sail he execution

Foundation has built a reputation

San Diego County following the

community, has never reported a

finding that the 76-year-old evangelist

case m California ended Thursday

wibe'awetomeiplef'whfelne

as an influential behind-the-scenes

discovery of what police called

homode in its M-year existence

took underage girls across state lines

almost as quickly as it began

onl/suvwn of the guesome home

player over the years on conserva-

a virtual bomb factory in an

fvason told a judge he had struggled

tive legal causes.

Escondido-area home

with suOdal thoughts, nghtmares and
flashbacks.

It has waged battles against

-until thrs week.
Residents d the town f ive mles

Under the declaration

south of Walt Disney World woke

wrdi the rxmary purpose of sexualy
exploiting them

Judge Stephen Reriiardt of the
9th US Circuit Court of Appeals

Jurors convicted Abmo last year

denied a request that he recuse nim-

affirmative action and protections

Wednesday, the California

up Tuesday to the sxjht of yellow

on 10 counts of violating tf» ■ Mam

seff from the case because his wfe.

for endangered species while

Emergency Management

crime-scene tape wrapped around a

Act. a century-old bw ongnalty amed

Ramora lupston. a a former head of

comments about the case before

being bankrolled by some of the

Agency will coordinate efforts

condo near the Crmmavdecorated

at stopping women from being sold

the American Civil Liberties Union's

being (brmarfy sentenced by New

most powerful families in the

of all state agencies and provide

downtown, where bVg Crosby croons

into prostitution Prosecutors said

Southern Calrfoma office

Haven Superior Court Judge Jon Blue.

West

Steven Hayes made hrs first pubk

Ajury last nijirhckHerrnned Hayes
should de

The group is now fighting
a protracted legal battle with

assistance to San Diego County

from speakers hidden tfi the fcfage. A

Alamo traveled the country with his

to remove the hazardous materi-

58-year-old neighbor who Ived alone

young "wives." inrjuding one who

als

with hs Chihuahua had been stun

testified that she was aght years ok!

American Indians who believe the

The declaration came a day

over the long Thanksgiving weekend.

when she was forced to enter a spm-

done and the pain 1 have caused"

organization is trampling on their

after authorities said they plan to

Osceola County sheriff s deputies said

tual marrage with the preache-

Hayes told Hie. "My actons have fut

voting rights in a rural Wyoming

burn down the home next week

The community's famous friendli-

so many people, affected so marry

county.

"1 am deeply sony for what 1 tu*

tves, and caused so much pah 1 am

At issue is a local dispute

Afederal judge had handed down

:T

■•

"l

■.'•. ■-

by President Carter would have

because it is the only way to

ness is what brought investxjators

a 175-year pnson sentence which

trouble remaining impartial because

eliminate the danger from nine

to Matteo Govanchtos body

Alamo is servxig in a prison II Terre

of his wife's link to the ACLU

Haute. Ind

tormented and have nicjhtmares about

over the election of county

to 12 pounds of highly explosive

Neigjibors hadn't seen him for days.

commissioners in Fremont

materials found inside

so they filed a missing person's report

County. Mountain States Legal

Supporters of the gay mar
'";'

Wednesday that the judge appointed

what happened in that house"
Hayes, who dd not testify during he

The ACLU is an outspcien opponent of Proposition 8.

Sheriff Bill Gore showed

They noted RemrHrdt rwi
"The evidence here clearly demon-

then went into his condo a day later

strated that in each instance [Alamo]

and found hm

diected the travel and transport of

recused rumseff «i the past when
the ACLU was involved in cases

tnaL said he wanted money for drugs

Foundation has been represent-

slides on Tuesday showing the

but makes ro excuses for what he dd

ing the county pro bono for the

cluttered home full of explosive

"But ths was not the real me. thrs

last five years in a fight against

powders in jars and clumps on

with a reporter that Celebration

purpose of engarjng h proscribed

considerirxj their appeal of a lower

was an angry monster 1 fa* never

American Indians who want

the floor. Authorities also said

wouk) feel kke a real town when a fxke

sexual acts thus supporting the jury's

court decision striking dov. I the gay

known, a monster so ful of rage it was

greater representation on the

they found 15 unfinished shrap-

was stolen Now. it has an unsolved

conviction on each and every charge."

manage ban

mpossUe to control" Hayes said

commission.

nel grenades.

killing on its hands

the appeals court s opiraon said.

-JohnChrrstoffefsen(AP)

-BenNeary(AP)

A few years ago. a resident joked

-TamaraLush(AP)

these girls xross state lines for the

before f»m and asked him to step
down from the three-judge panel

-PaulElias(AP)

-JlZeman8leed(AP)

CHURCH DIRECTORY
We inviteyou to worship
with us and look forward
to meetingyou soon!
SATURt) ■•

SUNDAY MASS

ST. THOMAS

MORE

St. Aloysius

$ Catholic Chrch

. v..

C Bowling i .ti'cn

We're on (be comer ol Summit & dough St.

St. John's
Episcopal
Church

(419)352-4195
WEEKEND MASSES
SAT: 5:30pm SUN: 8,10, and 12 NOON

Rev. Dr. Michael Malanga
Senior Pastor

3B1

ovenant

Church
RealP

1165 Haskins Road
email: office@bgcovenant.org

419.352.8483
www.bgcovenant.org

Sunday Worship
10:00 am Sunday Holy Communion

Wednesday
Evening
FOCUS meets at Starbucks
in the Union at 7 30pm
FOCUS engages in open
minded religious discussion
about topics ol student interest.

ST. MARK'S
LUTHERAN CHURCH
Traditional services held each Sunday
morning at 8:30 and 11 a.m.,
Praise Service also at 11 a.m.

Make Yourself At Home
Let BGSU feed your brains and
Let St.Mat ks feed your soul

If you don't believe in the power of prayer today,
just wait until finals
Rev. David Nelson, Campus
Missioner (419) 3530681
comer of Wooster & Mercer,
across from Harshman Quad

www.stmarkslutheranbg.org
315 South College. Bowling Green
(419)353 9305
Casual service Saturdays at 5 p.m.

SPORTS
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Falcons host Cal State
Fullerton on Saturday
By Paul Barney
Sports Editor

It was a night to remember, but for
the HI! women's basketball team, it
has to have a short term memory.
After knocking off No. 23
Vanderbilt on Wednesday night,
the Falcons will have a short turnaround as they host Cal State
Fullerton on Saturday at 1 p.m.
And even though a win against
a nationally ranked opponent was
good for its program, BG realizes it
can't gel too high on the win.
"We have to treat it as any other
game," said I .nin-ii Prochaskaafter
Wednesday night's game. "We have
another game on Saturday so we
can't he too excited about this for a
longtime."
Saturday's game will be against
a Titans squad that is 3-4 overall,
having lost their last three games.
This will be the first meeting between the two teams, and
Cal State Fullerton is 0-2 all-time
against current members of the
Mid-American Conference.
The task against MAC teams
doesn't get any easier for the Titans,

"I think it gives us a
shot of confidence
that when we execute
and stick to the
gameplan, we can
compete with some of
the best programs in
the country."
Curt

Coach

as BG is 7-1 and has won seven
consecutive games.
Both teams are heading in
opposite directions, and CaJ State
Fullerton is playing against the
Falcons at a bad time.
Wednesday's win against the
Commodores not only gave the
Falcons their 34th consecutive
regular season game at home, but
See HOOPS | Page 10
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CO URT VISION: Luke Kraus looks (or an open teammate during the Falcons game at Michigan earlier in the season

Falcon men face tough test
against No. 6 Michigan State
By Saan Shapiro
Senior Reporter

TYIEBSUBIIE

One team is coming off a fivepoint loss to the No. 1 team in the
nation, the other is coming off five
straight losses to teams not even
getting votes in the polls.
A Final Four participant a year
ago, No. 6 Michigan State will look to
rebound from a loss to top-ranked
Duke when they host the Falcons at
the Breslin Center in Fast Lansing,
Mich.; opening tip is scheduled for
1:30 p.m.
ltwon'tbethefirsttime the Falcons
have played a highly ranked Spartan
team, in fact the Falcons have a 3-1
record in the series when Michigan

T-fflGNEWS

SKATE: And'ew Wallace (left) looks (or space in Miamis zone earlier this season

BG icers return to CCHA
play against Lake Superior
By Ryan Salkowiak
Assistant Sports Editor

After a weekend away from conference play, the Falcons return
to Central Collegiate Hockey
Association play this weekend with
a series against lake Superior.
The Falcons (6-10, 2-8 CCHA)
are coming off a weekend holiday
tournament where they went 1-1,

defeating Alabama I Itintsville 5-1
and losing to RP13-2 in overtime.
lordan Samuels-Thomas had
two goals and an assist and was
named to the all-tournament team,
and Brett Mohler had four assists,
which earned him CC11A rookie of
the week.
See HOCKEY
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BG dives back into water
for Eastern Michigan Invite
By Matt Nya
Reporter

After a two-week layoff, the BG
swim team will head to Ypsilanti,
Mich, to compete in the Eastern
Michigan Invitational.
Ihe invitational will be held
today at 3:30 p.m. and Saturday at
10:00 a.m.
The teams participating will
be Wayne State, 1UPUI. Ball State,
Michigan, Michigan State, Findlay,
Toledo, Waterloo University and
host, Eastern Michigan.

FACEBOOK

The Falcons are coming off an
impressive outing at Youngstown
State University two weeks ago,
winning 174-119.
The Falcons (2-1, 1-1 MidAmerican Conference) are looking
to come away with a good learning
experience, much like where the
team is at in the early part of the
season.
The events in the invitational
include the 1650 freestyle, 200
See SWIM | Page 7

an environment famous for its loud
State is ranked in the top 25.
Back in 1990 the Falcons beat the student section, the Izzone, which
then No. 5-ranked Spartans 98-85 gives the Spartans one of the more
in Anderson Arena, a game in which defined home-court advantages in
Michigan State coach Jud I leathcote college basketball.
famously proclaimed he'd never
"You can't practice that (preparing
bring his team back to Anderson for the Izzone], 1 think they'll be
Arena.
excited to play... the game is going to
Heathcote's words have proven be won or lost on the court," Orr said.
true as Anderson Arena closes this "You know what you got to simulate?
season —Michigan State will visit Their rebounding, they're a great
the Stroh Center in the 2012-13 sea- rebounding team... you have to simson — but current Michigan State ulate their fast break getting back on
coach Tom Izzo doesn't have much defense, you have to simulate their
to worry about considering the man-to-man and how they guard.
Falcons' recent performance.
Those things you worry about more
While Michigan Stale had a losing
See PREVIEW I
■10
experience at Anderson two decades
ago, the Falcons will have to enter

Clawson focuses on positional needs
By Saan Shapiro
Senior Reporter

mistakes," according to Clawson.
Due to APR — a score based on
student-athletes' performance in the
When Dave Clawson took the job classroom — the program lost eight
as BG's football coach in December. scholarships in 2008, the most of any
2008, Athletic Director Greg team in the country.
Christopher warned him it wasn't
Losing scholarships in 2008, comgoing to be easy.
bined with the fact that the program
"He said, 'Your first year you have had 31 players from the upperclass
a chance, the second year it's going before Clawson took over, has left
to be a real challenge,' I've certainly the Falcons fighting, and losing, a
reminded him of that conversation a war of attrition since Clawson took
couple timesthisyear," Clawson said. over. During the 2009 season, a year
"The second we got here, we knew that ended in a bowl berth and a 7-6
year two would be a challenge."
record, the Falcons only played 48
The 2010 season proved to be the scholarship players.
challenge that Christopher foresaw,
Reversing the trend begins with
as the Falcons suffered their first 10- building depth through recruiting,
loss season in program history.
something Clawson's done in the
While the record itself was histori- past two seasons by bringing in the
cally bad, the story behind the record maximum 25 recruits each year.
better portrays the 2010 BG football
"We had the APR issue; that thing
team.
is close to being solved. We've had
For most of the season the very little attrition our first two year
Falcons played with 44 scholar- recruiting class ... we've signed the
ship players, as of the 79 players maximum amount the two years;
on scholarship 19 redshirted, five our numbers next year are going to
were injured and another eight be more in line wit h what a Division I
were "I don't know how else to college football program should look
categorize it; they were recruiting like," Clawson said.

The past two recruiting classes
have been about getting athletes in
the program; this year the focus will
be more about bringing in needs
based on position.
In particular Clawson talked about
bringing in depth on the secondary
and the offensive line, both units
that struggled this season, and at
wide receiver since he'll be losing
five to graduation following the 2011
season.
While the Falcons need to build
in certain areas, Clawson is happy
with his depth at both linebacker
and tight end. In both positions he
had young starters and players who
received significant playing time this
year.
Areas of concern also included
bringing in a running back and quarterback, something Clawson likes to
do with each class.
With the team and program's
turnaround, "It's all about recruiting," something that could make
Clawson's third season more sueSee RECRUIT I
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Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

BG putting 2010 season behind It

Falcons open season this weekend

Become a fan of the B6 News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us

Aftera 2-10 season, coach Dave Qawson and

The BG trad and field team begns its 2010-11 season

department on Facebook Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

Friday and Saturday when it travels to Friday, Ohio for

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.

the Falcons are steady focusing on the 2011
season as Kamar Jorden and Dwayne Woods

Sports" to become a fan.

vnnw.twitttr.com/bgnewtsports
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Athlete Center on the University of Friday campus

the Ofer opener. Al events wf take place ii the Malcolm
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

Welcome lo another edition
of "The BG News Picks ol
the Week." Its championship weekend as teams
across the country are playing for conference titles and
bowl bids

6 3
2 3
PAUL BARNEY

RYAN SATKOWIAK

Sports Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

SEAN SHAPIRO
Web Editor
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BECKY TENER
Managing Editor

7 1
No.25NIU
vs. Miami (OH)
Northern Illinois -18
No. 1 Auburn
vs. No. 19 SC
Auburn -6

Miami was a surprise this season, but 1'neRfdlwijareWbyfcrtBNotre
it won't surprise me when Northern
liros wins the Mid-American
Conference Championshp
NIU 45. Miami 28

I heard ail week that Cam Newton is As much as I want the mess sureligible to play in this (jame Imagine rounding Cam Newton to cause
if he wasn't
Auburn to lose . it won't have an
effect
Auburn 24. South Carolina 21 Auburn 51. South Carolina 17

No. 21 Florida State virgna Tech continues its winning
vs.No.15Va.1edi streak
Virginia Tech -4
VaTechl7.FSU7

No. 9 Oklahoma
w-NaBNArasfa

Nebraska e»its the Big 12 in style by
wmng the fig 12 Championship

Oklahoma-4.5
Nebraska 35. Oklahoma 28

Southern Methods!

Tme for a coin toss on ths one

NIU 56. Miami 3
I love Auburn, my guess Auburn
and Oregon in 'he National
Championship.

The loss to James Madison whipped Hobesheadtor)ieBCScjarne.butrJiey
the Hokies into shape. This will
shoJdalcw James Mackon to take
probably end up being the best
thr-irbid

Ah fyod layer is my favorite quaTBbad site Greg Mrflcyksagirne

Va.T«h21.FSU18

VaTechl4.FSU13

You can bet Nebraska remembers
how it k*t the Big 12 tile game last
season and that it wil make sure it
doesn't happen again this year
Nebraska 17. Oklahoma IS

I was the only one who picked the
Sooners last week, and I need to catch
Ryan.

Oklahoma surprised me last
week and hopefully can come
through for me here

Oklahoma 17. Nebraska 15

Oklahoma 34. Nebraska 31

I have three trends who go to SMU.
Other than that I irafy don't have a
reason

This was a shot in the dark I
wanted to r»ck the Oregon/
Oregon State game so I could
make a Jeremah Masol joke
SMU24.UCF14

It's crazy to thnk that UCom wil CJD

TheRr/itngSkpHcte'swIlthiowa
wrenchrto the Bg East's BCS ordeal

HusbesgotoaBCSBcwlltsasad
worfdwekvein

I warn to go to UConn to oo to
the BCS11 love a good urn
stc*Y

UConn17.USFl4

USF 42. UConn 31

UConn 21. USF 17

UConn 18. USF 10

53-25

40-38

4 1

5

8

9 7

Auburn 31. South Carolina 10

SMUS6.UCF55

Overall record

9

.

UCF28.SMU27

Connecticut
toaBCS Bowl w«h four losses
vs. South Florida
South Florida 15

Afangl

An experienced secondary that wl be
ready for Cam Newton, hell get this
on the ground, but the Cocks win this
barrt",»<lmessuptheBCSsysteni
South Carolina 17. Auburn 14

game of the weekend.
Va.Tech45.FSUJ8

2

1

3

Also, starling quarterback "I've studied programs across the nation,
Matt Scbilz is a redshirl
freshman, and backup runand the best way to build is through
lor the BG football team, ning back Ionian llopgnod
redshirting players, so I've been a big
the 2011 season has already — who rushed for six touchstarted.
downs this season — is also a
believer in redshirting."
"I told Ihem that our 2011 freshman.
season started on Monday."
i oach
Internal competition
coach Dave Clawson said.
After one of the worst seaClawson said thai one of a depth standpoint, hut that been known for their quick
sons in program history, the main Issues lot the learn binning a fifth year of eli- turnaround abilities.
the foothall team is looking this season was a lack of inter- gibility on those players for
last season. Miami went
toward next season, where nal competition, due to play- an extra win or two this sea 111. and this soason they
Clawson expects things to be ing with only II scholarship son would ultimately not be are playing Northern Illinois
much betler.
players most of the season.
worth it in the long run.
in the MAC Championship
"If you look at our two-deep
"We had a choice to go for a
Now that those players will game.
for next season, 33 of those quick fix and raid junior col- be able to play in 2011, he
With the young talent on
guys will have two, three or lege for players or to recruit feels that the competition the team, it is not inconceivfour years of eligibility left," high school players, and they will provide will elevate able for the Falcons to make
he said. "Wo have a really we decided to get the high the team's level of play.
a run at a MAC title next seayoung team, but I believe we school players and build for
" I he two things that could
son. However, Clawson is not
have built a solid foundation the future of the program," happen are either those guys worried about that at this
for the future."
Clawson said. "I've studied
come in. compete and win a juncture.
Leading the rebuilding programs across the nation, starling job. or that they will
"The difference between
efforts will be returning 2010 and the best way to build is force the starters to raise their schools in this conference is
All-MAC: selections Kamar through redshirting players, level of play to the next level," minimal." he said. "But conlorden (first team, junior), so I've been a big believer in Clawson said.
versely [to Miami] you look
Dwayne Woods (second redshirting."
at Central Michigan, they
MAC championship?
team, sophomore). Eugene
He said that some of the
went from 12-2 and nation
Cooper (second team, junior) players that were redshirted
Despite BG's 2-10 record ally ranked last season to 3-9
and Chris Jones (third team, this season may have been this season, teams in the Mid- this season; the challenge is
sophomore).
able to help the team from American Conference have to sustain success
By Ryan Satkowiak
Assistant Sports Editor

From Paqe 6

backstroke, 100 freestyle, 200
breaststroke. 200 butterfly
and the -100 freestyle race on
Friday and the 200 medley
relay, 400 individual medley,
100 butterfly, 200 freestyle,
100 backstroke and 800 freestyle relay on Saturday.

Rounding out the day
will be the 200 freestyle
relay. 500 freestyle. 200
individual medley. 50 freestyle and the 400 medley
relay event.
First year head coach I'etra
Martin said she is excited
and ready for this weekend's
events.
"These two weeks we had
off we have been through

Vicky
Yu

Emily
Bennet
Swept the backstroke events two
weeks ago

Won all four of her
events at BG's last
meet

some intense workouts, but
we have had a little break off
to hopefully see some faster
swimming from them, and
we are excited and ready to

go," Martin said. "We have
focused on being mentally
tough and being mentally
ready to go in their heads and
just go out there and race."
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved
Just use logic to solve.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles (or FREE.
Pla> Super SadolitisnrJrtprizw at.
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"Schofield might

HOCKEY
From Page 6
"ISamuels-l homas
and
Mohlerl made big time
plays for us," coach Chris
Bergeron .said aftei Friday

be one of the more
underrated players
in our league.

night's victory,
The Lakers (5-9-2, 3-6-1
CCHA) are riding a four
game losing streak, and
sit eighth In the CCHA
standings with u<«.i<s
"I feel that they are one ol
the more underrated teams
in the conference,' Bergeron
said. They will go nose lo
nose with anyone from a
physical and competition
standpoint; we have to be

ready to compete."
All-time, lit, is 71-64 B
against the Lakers, However,
Ixike Superior has held a
recent advantage, going II
3-1 its last ir> meetings with

BG, including winning three
straight.
Offensively, they are led
by sophomore Domenic
Monardo and seniot Un k
Scholield. who have 15 and
13 points on the season,
respectively, in Its games
played.
"Scholield might be one ol
the more underrated play
ers in our league; lies a big

you ovei HI beal you one on
one." Bergeron said
I oi the .
struggled in conl
games ibis reason, w
two ol iheii six wins coming
tsiCt II.\teams.
With exception to SamuelsI homas leight points in nini
games. i am Wojtala
points in
indNick
;
i nsi average, 90 I save |
garni - ill Bt. pi lyers have
posted worse numbers in
conferem e garni Andrew Hammond lias
been victimized mosl in
nee games, ha\
nig given up 22 goals and
posting an 0- i record in five
CCHA starts
Conversely, in thn
conference starts he has
given up hve goals and has a
2-1 record
Both games this u i
will begin al . 05 p m. in
SauitSte. Marie. Mich.

k

MECCA
Management Inc.
1045 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402

419-353-5800

full Visit in our Mega level.
f/ffra Leire/ and our Super Level
ularly $31)
Restrictions Apply. Photo ID required.
Expires 11/30/2009
cashier lode: 33
coupon code li(.N * S

Unlimited
tanning
841-5055
E3SEE3I

866-8655

toll free 866-tanproi r

874-6455

Mww.tanprousa.com

16

99 ™.

Restrictions Apply. Photo ID required.
Expires 11/30/7009
i dshiei code: GOLDO
coupon code: BGNGM
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Notes: Football team already looking at 2011

SWIM

8

Serve the MAC wel MU Go on
and nuke a name for yoursef .Rol

Conference USA title game is
more thr Jling than any of the
others I predict 9. maybe 10
overtimes.
UCF99.SMU92

W.UCF
Central Florida -9

WvJWlreiroJarseaDihgjH
OmecfeBwcuidnaorMfc
rariaithanlrrBC5rcp»a-ttwlicni
toywxdwhol fandtoberraipetm iheESgEast
rhs true wflfi the Wi
NIU 42. Miami 14
NIU 74. Miami 24

A Full Weekend of Falcon Athletics
brought to you by BGRSO:
Falcon Hockey at Lake Superior
on 88.1 FMWBGU
Friday and Saturday Nights
(6:35 pm pregarne. 7:05 pm face off)
Falcon Women's Basketball vs Cal-State
on 88.1 FM WBGU
Saturday afternoon
12:30 pm pregarne. 1:00 pm tip-off
Falcon Men's Basketball at Michigan State
on WFAL Flacon Radio
Saturday afternoon
1:00 pm pregarne. 1:30 pm tip-otf

All games can be heard on www.bgr&o org

u

THE PULSE

THE PULSE JOINS SOCIAL NETWORKING
The Pulse section can now be found on favorite social
networking websites. Readers can now become fans on
Facebook or follow the pages' Tweets.
Friday. December 3,2010 8

Whin I started my first year of college, I stopped asking for gifts for
Christmas, I here was no point in
asking when I needed everything
from toiletries and fond to new headphones Im myiPod.
In the past. I've purchased most
Hi my t hristmas gifts at Best Buy
because ol the wide selection of dec111 mil gi ii idness Best Buy also serves
as a hot spot to check out what everyone else thinks is popular,
>l Keych
Picture Frames

Price $1999
v.bebtbuycom

g

Digital pictures
11,nnes have been
gaining
popularn\ and the prices have decreased.
I received one of these as a gift last
year, and people always stop to look
at the photos. Instead ol constantly
ordering photos or printing them out,
you can add and take off pictures
that you want on the digital frame.
And why not buy the keychain so
you can lake pictures on the go.
Some of us have a list of addictive television shows we watch every
week such as "Glee," "Weeds" and
"Vampire Diaries." These DVD box
sets seem in he the first to go at
so many retail stores, so buy them
when you see them.
layloi Swill's new album. "Speak
Now," has been sweeping up fans
a< HISS the nation. If you know- someone who is going on a road trip during Christmas break and loves Taylor
Swift, this CD could make someone
a 1 lappy camper. The new Black Eyed
Teas and lush (iiohan albums are

ZACHGASE
PULSE REPORTER

There are countless pros and cons of the digital
age of music.
One major con is the build-up waiting for
music. Seeing a download link to a leaked
album pop up on a blog or message board
just doesn't have the same allure as going to a
record store on a Tuesday to pick up an anticipated release.
Album releases just aren't big events any
more.
There are a few releases every year that 1 hold

off on downloading, and make a trip down to
Finders to buy the album without hearing it
first. When Kanye West releases a new album,
to me at least, is a major event.
Rewind to 2004. I was an eighth grader
whose musical taste revolved around primarily Eminem and his camp, but I was awed by
Mr. West's soul beats and couldn't wait to buy
his debut album, The College Dropout" after
seeing the "Through the Wire" music video.
Months passed and Kanye's fame started rising with the success of "Slow Jamz" and the
newly released "All Falls Down" single. I absolutely had to get the album.
Unfortunately the Sam Goody in my town's
mall had recently closed so I had no way of
buying the CD until my eighth grade class trip
to Washington DC. 1 don't recall all that much

SeeKAHYE|Paqe9

worth checking out as well

[ANYERFVIFWS
ALBUM
^'l*'
W BEAUTIFUL DARK TWISTED FANTASY'

MUSIC VIDEO
'RUNAWAY

Wall Mount
Fish Bowl
Aquarium Tank
Price: $24.19
iron.com

Feeding a fish
every day is like a Zen
garden for college students. If
1 could mount this fishbowl onto my
wall. Id iln il today.
Mark [wain did not want his autobiography published until 100 years
after his death. Well, now it's flying oil the shelves and out of order
iinline II I can get a copy, I will
be sipping Inn chocolate and laying
next in the fireplace reading it on
( hristmas break.
II I had a long night. 1 need coffee
in the morning. Other days. I like to
enjoy .i cappuccino, or maybe make
lattes if friends are visiting. Coffee
puis can be expensive, especially
since you need different ones to
make each I ypeol special drink. Not
il von buy the brew hot by'lassimo.
I Ins gadget can make coffee, hot
Chocolate, espressos, cappuccinos
and more.

West marvels at her naivety and faHs in love with

WHAT ZACHGASE THINKS

album's centerpiece The nirie-minute "ode

this hot bird.

Each Kanye West album can be desenbed in a

to the douche bags" shows West at his most

Juxtaposed landscapes ol vibrant green forests

couple of words: "College Dropout was soulful.

vulnerable, delivering autotunefess vocals that

and red skies captivate the viewer with a concept

"Late Registration' was orchestral, 'Graduation'

are more endearing than good And the song is

that can be classified as notUng else but a fantasy
Dialogue is bmted and the combination of music

was synthy and stadium rock-inspired. "808s &
Heartbreak" was raw and emotional and his lat-

topped off by a phenomenal verse by Pusha T
(of the Clipse), and a three minute bng break-

and detailed imagery do more to push the plot
forward than anything

est release. "My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy"
is indeed beautiful, dark, twisted and fantastic

"Hell of a Life." which features an intense dis-

down, which sets up the next track flawlessly

WHAT DAN WIILIAMS THINKS:

Most would assume West might be rather loqua-

Lead single "Power* has West rapping over a

torted bassline, is the fuming point for West's

In an era defined by immediacy and instant grati-

fantastic beat that samples King Crimson and a

fantasy On the track, he fantasizes about marry-

fication, standatck of excelence have gradualy

cious in his first slarnng role, but ironically, he says
no more than hve lines, contrasting his often pro-

vocal chant from Continent No 6s "Afromenca"

ing a pom star, and eventually "divorced by the

declined within the marketplace of ideas.

vocative unapologetic sell with a mild mannered

The song is a standard rap song until a beautiful

end of the night"

polite character in the film

breakdown "Fantasy is filled with beautiful

The John Legend-assisted. "Blame Game" is
probably the best track on trie album. It features

MP5 format has replaced passionately crafted
musical, forcing listeners to adapt Rivaling our

"Runaway vacJates from reality to Kanyes Imit-

breakdowns on most of the songs, and features

cultures death of ongtnalily and fine art is a witty
hip-hop Renaissance man Kanye West

less imagination, captuimg him tn different ways,

more guitar solos than some rock afcumv

a beautiful piano sample from Aphex Twin, and

whether it be using hrs MPC 4000 to create beats

Coinciding with the college dropouts stefar fifth

West raps about a troubled relationship. "I'd
rather argue with you than be with somebody

album, "My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy* is a

or eating with an ethrwaHy homogenous dinner
table while white women serve food and white

Kanye's growth as a rapper and a lyricist is evident on stand out tracb like "Gorgeous" and the
Bmk' produced. "Devil m a New Dress" The for-

else." The almost-eight mmte song features dis-

50-minute film titled "Runaway* The films con-

wine. The lack of words leaves the sequences

mer West raps with a distorted vocal effect and

torted vocak on some of West's most emotional

cept was created by West, who also directed the

open for interpretation, but he skilrfulry sprinkles

a relentless flow, jam-packed with one-liners like

film and was written by Hype Williams. Instead of

subfannal dynarrecs of colonsm throughout the

"What's a black Beatle anyways a f*

tabng the traditional approach by releasing indi-

film
After experiencing racially charged backlash

The track also features a stelar verse Irom Wu

lyrics on the album, a spoken word poem and
lastly a hianous skit featunng Chris Rock.
"My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy" may be a

roachr

Tang emcee. Raekwon. whose appearance on the
track isn't necessary but transcends a great track

mouthful to say. but is one of the most appro-

following "Taylor-Gate." Kanye ended from pop

serving as the film's soundtrack.

culture He moved to Hawaii, used no ceH plione

into an evtraordnary one. Which is a common

track reaching wed over frve minutes. West has

The story B centered on a fiery Phoerw played

and watched limited television while recordtig his

occurrence on this abum

abandoned the traditional 316 bar verses song

by supermodel Selita Banks, who talk to Earth

latest artistic venture which includes cameos from
Ehon John. Raekwon. Akw Keys, Jay-Z and more

"Fantasy" is an extiaordmary effort mwily due
to West's thotough attention to detail as every

arrangements often found on hrp-hop albums.

Kanye's lived experience and ideology applied to

track is muhilayered with different sounds that

vidual videos with select atoum singles. "Runaway'
is a quasi-musical with most of the new album

from the heavens and is eventual/ discovered
by West on a back road wWe on his Marcielago
escapade He observes the beautiful ahen as she
attempts to femAanze herself with his world and

See RUNAWAY | Page 9

its strange habits and customs. During this tune

priate titles for an album With nearly every

In a great year tor lip-hop and music m general.

give the listeners something new each time they

West's release is m a league of its own "Fantasy"
is the culmination of all of West's talents, and

listen to it.

could potentially go down in history as a land-

The second sngle. 'Runaway" serves as the

mark album

mm
Utensils and appliances top fellow foodies' wish lists

"GUE." -SPEAK MOW. AND IXE BREWBOT:
. ' pi.iv tiase at wwwbestbuycom and
the Brewbot at www smgleservecoffee com

One step into Crate and Barrel and I
forget my intended purpose: To buy
gifts for others.
The All-Clad stainless nine-piece

TONIGHT IN BG

cookware set shimmers perfectly
next to a strand of twinkle lights,
and I feel a drop of sweat roll down
the nape of my neck. The Wusthof
Classic Black 6" Cleaver flawlessly
reflects the tidy stack of red kitchen
towels and my pulse quickens. The
i iii-in.II i Elite 14-cup food processor calls out the siren-song of "Baby,
It's Cold Outside."

Under the spell of consumerism,
I want everything: The Annah Ruby
tablecloth, lax drinking glasses, a
marble mortar and pestle, the culinary torch, the Breville Compact
Juice Extractor and more — so
much more.
Even with an overflowing shopping cart full of my culinary desires,
I obsess about those already on my

THIS WEEKEND IN BG

Cla-Zel hosts $3 concert

Movie Showtimes at the "small"

Band Exit 1/9 will be taking over the Cla-Zel

"Burlesque" starring Cher (4:15). 7:20,10:20.

Theatre for a show costing $5. or only a

"Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows" starring

buck if you present a student ID card. The

Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert Grant and Emma Watson

show starts at 7:30 p.m.

(3:40)7:05,1025.

"Tangled in Disney Digital 3D" starring Mandy
Moore (2:20) (4:50) 7:30. Ift05.
"Unstoppable" starring Denzel Washington.
Chris Pine and Rosario Dawson (2:25) (4:55)
7:40.10:15.

Christmas list: An Excalibur loud
and fruit dehydrator, a Pampered
Chef stoneware rectangle baker,
Pyrex measuring cups, I* Creuset
3 1/2-Qt. Classic Braiser in Cassis,
The Tassajara Bread Book" by
See GIFTS | Page 9

THEY SAID IT
"My daughter introduced me to
rap and hip hop music after I said
some things she thought were not
very smart." -Bill Clinton

"Megamind3D" (2:30) (5:00) 7:45.10:10.

k
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KANYE

Flowers solo show highlights frontman's talents
HARISHA
PIETROWSKI

<[PORI[R

llrandcm Flowers may jusl be

il»' mosl awkward human
being mi ihe face nl the
Earth, let that's pan of his
charm.
I lowers, the lead singer of
the Killers, who are currently
on hiatus, is louring on his
own in support of his album,
"Flamingo" He isn't the best
with communicating with
the audience, and when he
dues talk, he often stumbles
and stammers. Yet even with
these hang-ups, it's very dear
watching Flowers that he
belongs on stage singing Ins
heart out tin an audience.
At Flowers' Nov. 24 show at
the Royal Oak Musk rheater
in Royal Oak. Mich., it was
nearly impossible to see him
without a smile on his face.
Even during serious songs,
Flowers looked like a kid in a
candy store, filled with happiness and a sense of gratitude
for being able to perform.
When he opened the show
with "Dii the Floor." a reflective Song Idled with religious
undertones, Flowers showed
the audience that while he
was confident in his abilities
as a performer, be owed a lot
of his talent and success to
a higher power I lowers isn't
sin about his Mormon faith.
and ibis song shows that his
solo career helps him write

very personal songs that may

GIFTS
From Page 8

Edward Espe Brown, a
Kate Spade Gramercy Park
16" Oval Platter, a Revolver
Restaurant gilt certificate,
etc.
I in protection from my
inner-glutton, I always holiday shop with a frugal buddy
who reminds me lllis is the
season of giving, not getling. I walk away from the
cart, only buy the gifts fot my
loved unes. and step into the
fresh ait where finally I can
think clear!) - and regain

From Page 8

not fit with the Killers' repertoire.
Whether the songs were
up-tempo or slower. Flowers
put his all into the performances, and the audience
goi in the /one with him.
When he played his lead single, "Crossfire." the power of
his performance palpitated
through the venue, and the
massive smile on Flowers'
face was also reflected via
WWWUNPOPCOM
the singing, clapping and
FLOWERS: After The Killers released three successful albums. Ip.id singer
jumping from the audience.
Brandon Flowers branched out on his own solo career
Flowers' voice sounded
strong throughout the night, tickin." The reflective song came on stage for the Side
lie performed each song helped Flowers personally performance in bright pink
from "Flamingo,'' making connect with the audience, panls and a i in oil I shin
all of l hem sound better and the song proved that he with T love Brandon writthan they do on the album. was versatile when it came to ten on it. I lowers said he
"Magdalena" and "lilted the music he wrote.
"did not expect that," hut the
Lovers and Broken Hearts,''
Even though this was not a distraction didn'l present
Killers show. Flowers did not him from delivering a great
in particular, helped to keep
the audience moving.
forget bis roots, performing performance with llealy.
Flowers feeds off and the band's "Losing louih.' The Royal Oak crowd got to
relies on the crowd's enthu- as well as a beautiful, simple experience ibis moment of
siasm during upbeat songs, acoustic take on their 200H brotherly love, and it helped
bill I bat doesn't mean he lift "When You Were Young" to cap off a powerful show.
didn't know how to keep the at the show's end. lie also
ludging Flowers by his
crowd in the palm of his teased the audience, men
oil stage persona, which
own hand. "The (Hock Was tinning other Killers' songs, is
often characterized
Tickin'," a country-sound- much In the crowd's delight, semi-outrageous, fictitious
ing bonus track from the and then added that he was exaggerations ol grandiose
album, is likely about the not going to play them.
and petty fights with other
life of his mother, who died
As another surprise, bands, would be wrong,
in February.
Flowers brought out openei
Because it's on stage where
The ode to a middle-class Fran llealy. the lead singer Flowers thrives; he i learly
working family is a bitter- for Scottish band Travis, to
loves performing, and the
sweel lale of the American join him during a perfor- positive energy he brings
dream gone awry with lyr- mance of the Travis song to his live shows helps fens
ics like "The house is quiet "Side." It was llealy's last
connect with his music.
now and everything inside
Oight opening for Flowers,
Whethei he is with the
il seems to know she's gone. and during his set, he fre- Killers or solo, flowers is
there's a picture of you both quently expressed adora- a rock star, and delivers
Hi years old just kissing, and tion for Flowers. So. to show exceptional performances.
thai clock up on the wall was his love for Flowers, he

some humility.
Hillside ot the mall I realize giving is an act I thoroughly enjoy. At least once
a week, if inn more than that.
I give food to a close friend,
a loo-busy-to-cook neighbor
or someone in need. This
selfless act brings me much
more joy lhan any kitchen

appliance or utensil.
I he more I cook and the
more I share meals with others, the more I realize that

the best gifts are homemade,
Instead of buying inlo the

great deals and limited offers,
Ibis season I'm planning

on kicking it old school. An
easy mute is making several
cookie sheets worth ol (hex
mix. packaging it in reusable
dishes, and ding wrapping il
wilh a bow and recipe card,
like my mom-in law and sister-in-law did this past Black
Friday. A more ambitious
route is baking an assortment of Martha Stewartesque cookies. I've been toying, too, wilh the notion of
creating a Christmas card
that's a recipe of my favorite holiday dish. But the idea
thai appeals to me the most
is selecting my favorite reci-

THIS WEEK IN ENTERTAINMENT:

pes from this year and band
binding a recipe chapbook,
which could also seise a s (mi
annual Christmas card. Ii s
a bit more involved, hut a
detailed project such as ihis
usually helps me shake oil
end-of-the-semestet si i ess.
Sure buying .m electric
wine bottle opener would lie
easier but what's to cherish
when il stops working and
becomes anothei piece ol
landfill junk? I he meaning
fulness oi something home
made lasts forever, and the
memory of food lasts even
longer.

RUNAWAY

GRAMMYS NOT SO SHADY WITH EMINEM Almost ten years into
the rapper's career. Eminem's comeback album "Recovery" has been nominated for 10 Grammy Awards, which will air in February. The album, which
came out in June, is up for album of the year, while "Love The Way You Lie
(featuring Rihanna) has been nominated for song and record of the year Also
up for album of the year was Katy Perry's "Teenage Dream," Lady Gaga's "The
Fame Monster." Lady Antebellum's "Need You Now"' and Arcade Fires 'The
Suburbs

From Page 8
"Runaway aids in prowling cool
'■ of art
Ballerinas dancing, parades with Michael
Jackson floats and sooo-poliiical usbianity
are all elements that m\ in tl* creation of
-li. I ■ utifuldarl '•■■■■'■ Ifanl final
"Runaway" With time, the value of Kanye
Wests contnbution to lup-h i

BLADE ORDERED TO BIG HOUSE Actor Wesley Snipes was ordered
to surrender at a federal prison in Pennsylvania by noon Dec 9 to begin serving his three-year sentence for failing to pay taxes. He was convicted in 2008
on three misdemeanor counts of willful failure to file income tax returns in
1999. 2000 and 2001 He was also acquitted of five other charges.

and American culture will eventualy be
properly assessed
Whether he's intern ng )t Fendi or collaborating wilh famed contemporary visual
aitrsts such as George Conck' f
a perfectionist devoted to crcn

MATERIAL GIRL OPENS GYM CHAIN Madonna will be opening a
gym chain, starting lust m Mexico City, after some debate of the gym lacking
certain permits. Mexican officials have given the gym the OK to open, and
Madonna attended the ribbon-cutting as well as teaching a dance class for
20 hand-picked gym members. Membership at the gym costs $159 a month,
costing $827 to join, which includes the first two months

■
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from the nip specifically, hut I
do vividly remember going to
a record store in I Inion Station
and panicking, looking ever)
-.line fot the l 1) which had
i bear mascot with his head
down surrounded by a bui
gundy border on the cover.
finally I found Ihel I >; the lasl

copy in the More, which had
a crack on the cover. I bad no
issue with spending $18 of my
food money foi the disc.
Fast forward to a year and
a half later. Mi. West has
established himself as one
ol hip-hops biggest acts, and
his sophomore effort "Late
Registration" was one of the
most anticipated releases nl

9

in his i atalogue bj most (I
strongly disagree), the m m
oryol driving to I inders with
my friend, who too bought
a copy nl the album as well
as the "At mss the Universe'
soundtrack was one of the
mosl memorable moments ol
my freshman yeat
Now let's skip ahead topres
enl time. Kanye has seen his
share ol tips and downs since
"808s & Heartbreak," mosl
notably being the infamous
laylni Swift incident. K
spent.much ol the beginning
of 2010 in the studio in Hawaii
working on his cornel
album. Irving lo win back a

lot of the people win. seemed
in loathe him after the 2009
VMAs.
In June 2010, he rel
lead single "Powei to It]
ale sin i ess; a great song, but it
siill had not won nvei a lot ol
the people still upset with his
,nuns. No! lining the lukewarm reception disi ou
him, Kanye announced in late
August that he would release a
newu
iveryFridaj
until! hristmas
I be unprecedented mai
keting scheme started a trend
within the hip-hop world
where main at lists including
RZA, rimbaland. Lloyd Banks
and Swizz Beatz all trying lo
replicate the campaign bin
with less success.
Over the 14-week span.

2(105. Being a sophomore in
high school and being only
15 at the linn-. I bad to have
my mom drive me to the closes! record store, which was
in I'indlay. aboui :in minutes
from my In mie town.

I remember counting down
the minutes until Football practice wasi n IT si i my mi n n could
drive me to get thenevi album,
bill as practice ended a heavy

thunderstorm bit my town.
Wilh the heavy wind and lain.
mj mom was reluctant to drive
mil of town bin after close to
tears beggingshe finally agreed
lo drive. There are lew feelings
iii.il could match that nl me
unwrapping die album, and
looking through the packaging
and album an. as I wail III gel
home lo listen to the album
because my mmns van didn't
have a CD player
Skip ahead almost two exact
years later. By this time Kanye
is not iniK one ol the biggest
tappers, but one nl die biggest acts in music and after
burning out his"! ant lell Me
Nothing" Olixtape and single
and hearing "Stronger" on
die radio every Bve minutes. I
could not wail until Septembet
11,2007, to get his latest release,
"Graduation." Hype was hmli
up around the release because
of the well-publicized friendly
competition between Wesi

which

inexplicably

ended

on November 19 (three days
before bis album release date),
IVesl released several gems.
some thai were eventual!)
put on Ins latest album, some

rumored to appeal on bi~ collaborative album with law'
and some track- just thrown
together thai week.
some nl the most memo
table moments ol the GOOD.
Fridaj campaign include:
kanye spazzing over the
Swizz Beatz-produced "Power
(Remix)," the unlike!) pail
ing of Nicki Minaj, Hick Ross,
/ and iiisiin vernonol Bon
her on "Monster, lay-/ rap
ping over a beat pmdiu ed b)
the legendar) Pete Rock fot
the first tune mi i he I

and .in Cent, who shared the

(iile writing and red nding his

release dale.

verse to "I ooking fot [rouble"
mi the same da) the track was
released and countless others
Waking up on Saturday
mornings aftet a rough I iida\
night and i he. km.:; mj favorite hlng in listen in the new
G.O.O.D. Frida) track had
become a bit ofa ritual Im me
during the autumn months.
I he past two weeks. West
hasn't released a track, and
my weekends have, lelt a little

After cross countrj practice,
my friend drove me to the Best
Buy In find lay. where I would
purchase the new album foi
(9 and he would successful!]
sneak a copy SO Cent's Curtis"
album into his coal pocket
without gelling caught In
one of die store's surveillance
cameras.
lustoverayearlater.aftei his
mom tragically passed away,
Kanye was sel to release his incomplete.
Even aftet his latest album,
Itexl album on Black Monday
(the Monday the week ol "My Beautiful Dark Iwisted
thanksgiving). I he album Fantasy" has been released to
marked an extreme change in critical acclaim, and 496,000
sound for West, as made clear albums sold in its first week.
by his memorable VMA per- I still awail new music from
kanye on Salurd.n mornings
formance of "line li u kdi iw n.
Kanye has made music
While the album, for the mosl
part is seen as his weakest
releases an event again.
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Put Us On Your
Christmas List!
One Bedroom Apartments:

Management Inc.

► 32CTElm

• H7V Main

• 109 N. Main #ll

• 2l« V Enterprise

• I MS. Main

• 128W. Wooster

Two Bedroom Apts. Duplexes A Houses:
Elm

• 73(1 Elm

Ridge From

• 109 V Main#G

31" S. Main
& 525 E. Merry

Newer Construction
Two Story duplexes
3 Bedrooms 2 Baths
On site Laundry
No more then 3 Tenants
9.5 & 12 Month Leases
Ceramic Tile
$760/mo(12/mo)

(419)353-5800
www.meccabg.com

•520E Reed
• 214 V Enterprise

Sixth
Three Bedroom Apts. Jt Houses:
N. Church

«119

N, Enterprise-house

• 338 N. Church House

S. College A&B
Elm

• 123+127 E. Merr>
• 455 S. Summit

STOP BY OUR OFFICE
TO PICK UP OUR COMPLETE
RENTAL BROCHURE.
Quiet Living Places Also Available.

clay St.

NEWIPVE
, , Rentals

(419) 352.5620
332 S. Main SI. our<Wyo««W
email us newlovelnfo@newloveran1als.coni

tivww.newloverentals.com

SPORTS

10 Foday December 5.2010

PREVIEW
From I
than, (he what you call it? The
Izzo Zone."
Al 1-6, with that lone
win coining over Division
II Ohio Dominican, the
Falcons are one of the
worst shooting teams in
the nation; hitting an abysmal 36.9 percent of their

shots from the field and an
even worse 24 percent from
beyond the 3-point arc.
Michigan State on the
other hand is shouting an
impressive 49.5 percent
from the field and 43 percent
from 3-point range; some
thing that's led them to a
5-2 record, with those only
losses to No. I Duke anil No
7 Connecticut.
While a falcon victory

would be a monumental
upset, Orr is preparing for
Saturday like he would for
any other away game.
"We talk about opportunities all the time ... every
game we play is a great
opportunity, so we won't
approach that any differently." Orr said. "We've got a
chance to accomplish great
things and you can t do that
without opportunity."

RECRUIT

WWW.BGNEWSCOM

The Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by
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NATHAN tlEKONICH
AUTOMATIC: Lauren Ptochaslj p<epares to lit one ol her 10 tree throw Wednesday.

HOOPS
From Page 6

confidence as they move
forward throughout the
season
T think it gives us a shot
of confidence thai when
we execute and slick to the
gameplan. we can compete with some of the best
programs in the country,"
said falcon coach Curt
Miller.
BG has certainly executed during its seven-game
winning streak
The falcons have WOT six
of those games by doubledigits during that stretch, a
stretch which offense is getting multiple scoring efforts
— something that's been a
factor of the team's success.

Check

Three Falcons recorded
double-digit scoring efforts
against Vandcrhilt and two
more each had nine
"Everyone who played i
thought really, really helped,
Miller said. It was a team
effort."
Prochaska leads the team
with 20.3 points per game,
followed by [racy Pontius,
Chrissy Steflen, Maggie
tlennegan and |en Uhl. who
are averagingl3.4. M, 8.5
and 0.4 points per game.
respectively.
For BG it's been about
taking it one game at a time,
knowing success is based on
the season as a whole.
"We just have to continue
to take care of business and
keep winning, and everything will take care of itself
in the end." Prochaska said,

out online at:

w w*v. b cj v/e*vs. com
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ACROSS
' Small power su^ice
6 Angle on the Titanic sinking.
TO filmmakers
15 Gwens "Chicago" role. 1975
16 "Be right there!"
17 Big name in wrap
18 0ut-of-court ir v
19Vulne-abiespot
21 Suggest
?2 Takeout throw-m
23 1942 FDR creation
25 Lea lady
26 Golden .
27 It leads the way
29 Words m an infomon
disclaimer
3? Russell of Felicity"
34 Actually
36 Mess up. as power cords
39 Came out w.th
iiiie situation
45 '70s attire making a comeback
, can be rare
49 Charlie Brown never became one

Sec our complete menu at www.sambs.com

ANSWERS
5? Decks, Onefly
53 Many a startup ender.
these days
54 Letters seen near a tilde
56 Doves and loves
58 Make up (for)
61 TV show set at the Dunder
Mifllm Paper Company
63 Ticketing agent?
65 Top level
66 Opened
67 Drink garnish
68 Words you may hear after
being hurt
69 Measures ol volume

203N.Main """^ 352-5166
$6 60 Minimum

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

HOUSES!
Ml-'12 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available

Foxwood Manor-839 7th St.

Call 419-352-6064,
www.froboscrentals.com,
or BtiVicws.com for
current listings

AC'laundry on sile'slarts early May or early August

Call TODAY!
FROBOSERENTALS
SK) Lehman Avc. BO

1 bdr/1 bath apts

1045 N. Main St

419-353-5800
Bowling Green. OH 43402

Management inc.
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coupon menu at
vvw.pJsanellos.com

21

- Lunch Fri. • Sal. • Sun.

aS

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

'BARTENDING' up lo S30O/day
No exp necessary, training piovided. call 800-965-6520 x174

1.2 8 4BR. 300 E Merry St.
rooms low as 5199/mo.avail NOW
see CarlyRentals com
All next to campus.
419-353-0325,9-9

Brand new 6BR house close to
campus! Cable, pool table mcl
Call 419- 308-2456

3 PT Bartenders, min wage ♦ tips
Call 419-799-0681. 9am-5pm
Experience prel but not required
EarnSlOOO-$3200/mo.
lo drive our cars with ads
Initial fee required
www AdCarDnver com

For Rent

1 room effic. turn, avail 7/15/11.
3 rm ellic. lurn. avail 8/15/11.
Both share a Oath
call 419-601-3225

i. 2 & 3BR apts close to campus
avail end ol Dec S next S.Y
Call Gaiy at 419-352-5414

311 Ridge • 3 BR house,
available Fall 2011.
Call 419-352-5882

2BR house, near campus.
S750/mo. avail 8/2011
Call 419-352-5882

rmnTCTm*
For Mtancr bcUO & tfttAMtMMCMffiBlLOjn

acal1-TOf«»WIG0.EwCa*l4Ol

CINEMA 5

Woidlond Moll - H Mam S'wl

Awjcr .WMI Kwr **•*« n - *fwrrwu«r s:»
Mi nwswr mm wr m sus
BURLESQUE [PQ-13]
415 7201020
HARRY POTTER AND
THE DEATHLY HALLOWS:
PART1 [PG-13]
MEGAMIND 3D [PC]

230 500 7451010

2BR apt lor sub-lease, close to
campus, turn. S420/mo + gas/elec
Email shammercfl'bgsu edu

3 BR house lor rent, mid May
W/D. AC. lenced yard.near campus 1 pet allowed 419-494-3844

3BR apt, near campus/downtown
S950/mo. utils. mcl, avail 8/2011
Call 419-352-5882

4 BR w/1 1/2 baths, W/D. garage
& large deck, corner ol 6th & Elm
Call 419-305-5987 lor more info.

Avail August 2011.3 BR houses.
excellent cond.close lo BGSU:
131 N Church - S750/mo.
812 3rd St - S800/mo.
832 3rd St • $850/mo.
606 5th St - $800/mo.
127 Georgia - Sl.OOO/fno.
112 Clay St - $900/mo
118ClaySl-$950/mo
202 E Merry St - $1,200/mo.
Call 419-308-2456 for more info.

VILLAGE

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2, M-F
www BGApartments com
Large 1BR, near campus,
Avail Fall 2011. S475/mo.
utils mcl Call 419-352-5882
Now taking applications for
11-12 SY. houses next to campus
Call 419-353-0325, 9-9
also see CarlyRentals com
Also 1 & 2 BR apis, avail. 1/1/11.
Shamrock Studio Apts for lease
Semester leases, furnished
We provide all util. cable, WiFi
Call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG com
Spacious 2 & 3 BR apts starling
at $495rmo, 12 mo leases only!
Call BG Estates at 419-352-5987

f™\
Days Inn
• Rooms equipped with

APARTMENTS

fridge, microwave & stove

• Reduced Rate in
December 2010 *
• Apartments Available *
• Semester Leases *

• King or two double beds

• Minutes from BGSU *
• Pet friendly community 1

• Free cable TV
• Free local & long
distance calls
• Hair dryer and coffee
maker available in room
• Free continental breakfast

■■■ Heat included •

Right Across from BGSU!

CALL FOR SPECIALS!

$199/weekly

Located at:

300 Napoleun Road
in Bowling Green

t=r

4»9-35^-<>:J:J5

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Many for 4-6 people
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MR SPECIALS!

TANGLED 3D [PG]
220 450 7301005
UNSTOPPABLE [PG-13]
225 455 740 1015

or xi

1 Traditional food of the
Preakness Stakes
2 Up enhancer
3 They'll get you going
4 Team with a mascot
named Roary
5 Help cause, with "to"
6 It's shorter than a 45-Across
7 Barely losing
8 Barbers may shave them
9 Genre of the 1997
album "Nothing
41 Dispossess?
42 Takes apart
Feels Good"
10Om dynasty
44 More fidgety
family name
46 Garlicky entree
11 Bygone blade
47 Common way to
12 Tned to trap
carry a child?
13 Dan Aykroyd's
48 Works on stage
birthplace
50 Fnendly start?
14 Stuck a toe in
51 Music to a
20 Three-mo penod
dieter's ears
24 Old footwear
55 Name on a
accessory
controversial
28 Works on canvas
1998 report
30 Routine
57 Lesser _ evils
31 It may follow a bullet 59 Marlins son, in a
33 Oid empire builder
2003 film
35 Solder, say
60 Greek goddess
37 Old animal shelter
of discord
38 Get ready for
62 Kayaker's obstacle
a pledge
64
penculo: at my
40 Win big
own nsk

VOTED BEST PIZZA 18 STRAIGHT YEARS

340 705 1025
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Help Wanted
Water Treatment Plant Operator
OEPA Class III Water Treatment
Certification Required
Water Supply Division
Pay Grade 6 - BGEO Contract
(Pay Grade: S17.16 to $24.23/hr)
This position is responsible lot the
sate, efficient, and compliant
operation and maintenance of the
City's Water Treatment Plant.
Performs laboratory analyses to
determine water quality oversees
plant operations, collects and
tests water samples, inspects the
water plant and its equipment and
makes necessary adjustments
ensures proper levels of clearwell
and water towers, records chemical feed amounts meter readings.
plant flow, maintain records,
cleans and paints the plant, trams
new employees, performs preventive maintenance of equiupment
and facdity-both electrical and
mechanical--|Day shift only), handles hazardous and toxic chemicals-(Day shift oniy).operates
lime application equipment--(Day
shift only), conducts tours ol the
water plant--(Day shift only); and
performs other related duties as
assigned High school diploma or
eqiuvalent. Ohio Class III Water
Treatment Certification required.
Chemical Analysis Certification
required three 10 five years of
relevant experience required Excellent fringe benefits A copy of
the job desenptom will be provided to applicants interested
persons must complete an application that is available in teh Personnel Department. 304 North
Church Street. Bowling Green,
OH 43402 The City's employmet
application is located online at
hltpVtoww ogohio org/departmen ts/personne I-department/em •
pioyment-opportunities Resumes
may be included, but will not substitute 1or a completed application Telephone 1419)354-6200.
F-mail
BG Personnel (wbgohioorg Office
hours. M-F 8:00 a m- 4.30 p.m.
Deadline for making application is
4 30p.m December 23, 2010.
AA/EEO
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From Page 6

The BG News
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cessful and take away the
necessity for him to remind
Christopher about their conversation hack in December
2008.
Tm confident we're going to
sign a solid class this year, and
thai will give three solid classes, back-to-back-to-back, and 1
think thai well give us a solid
1'oundalion to move forward
liom.'C.lawsonsaid.
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Monthly rates also available
p: 419-352-1520

f: 419-354-3182
1740E.WoosterSt

